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1. Step 1: select the region of interest by moving the map within the highlighted purple tile (A)
2. At (B) give the run a name (e.g. CAZ1)
3. Use the dropdown list at (C) to select ‘Tiled 1ha’ to select 1-ha resolution
4. Click on ‘Step 1: Define area’
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Visualising and comparing data including Google Maps/Earth, even without running the 
model. No local GIS system or skills required.
1. Select to view the Cover of tree-covered ground map (see previous slide). This will 

open up the map view window (left)
2. To view the map in Google maps click on the maps icon (A) this will open up a new 

window (right)
3. You can query any pixel in the  map. Move the map until the crosshair is on the desired 

pixel and click ‘Query’ (B) This will give the value (% of tree cover)



Aggregate maps by areas (eg mean or sum of map for a protected area):
1. Click on ‘View by’ (A)
2. This will open up a dropdown list (B). Select Protected areas in this list
3. This opens up map (C) with mean tree cover percentages for the two PAs in the tile 

(here based on 2014 WDPA, you can upload your own protected areas file if needed)



Geobrowse data. Other options
As well as view in Google maps, you can also view in Google Earth or pop out a map for 
comparison with other maps (A)
1. A number of other options are available, such as changing the colour scheme, view 

only positives or negatives (if relevant), normalise, threshold and mask maps and 
calculate statistics (B). If download is available, there will be a download link 
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